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Dirty talk... you're curious about it, aren't you? But if you're like most, you feel self-conscious,

judged, awkward, and just plain confused. In fact, you probably don't even know how to dirty talk.

The good news is that you don't have to be dirty or gross to talk dirty. It can be as tender and gentle

as a whisper... or as degrading and filthy as you want - shove it in my hole, slave! I show you all of

it, for both men and women - how to conquer your issues and embrace dirty talk - it in a judgment

and taboo-free zone. In 200 Dirty Talk Examples, written by a professional dating coach, you'll get:

200 hot, tested, and expert dirty talk phrases to use in every phase of the sexual encounter - from

teasing to foreplay to orgasm to post-coital The compelling reasons to dirty talk and the stunning

ways it can improve your overall quality of life An easy 5-step process to explore and break down

mental barriers of judgment and self-consciousness How to combine eye contact with dirty talk for

the most intense orgasms ever How background music enhances dirty talk Powerful mindsets for

dirty talk in any situation ...and much more! Wouldn't it be nice to take your sex life to the next level?

Have the most intense orgasms of your life? Reach the full potential of any sexual encounter?

Mastering the art of dirty talk will skyrocket your sex life into the stratosphere... but it will also help

you communicate better. You will foster a sense of openness and closeness that you never thought

you could reach with someone else. It sounds crazy, but dirty talk could be the best thing you've

ever done for your relationship! Don't hesitate to pick up your copy of 200 Dirty Talk Examples today

and make every sexual encounter your best yet! P.S. It's easier than you think!
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Fun fun fun. The title was intriguing so I indulged. Read to find out why learn dirty talk, what is dirty

talk, and getting the most out of it. Men and women do it differently according to the book so focus

on your needs. The book is short and sweet but says it all tersely. Loved "giggle attacks" and the

part on faking it. So true! The guideline section with samples is great so you can't go wrong. After

all, it is kind of an art!

I love how the author eases you into dirty talk, and makes sure that you know how okay it is and

how comfortable you can be with it. I also love the examples! I can even imagine my shy girlfriend

using some of them, which was the point of my buying this. I would recommend this book to anyone

who is shy with dirty talk and wants to explore!

This book is geared towards people who are brand new to the concept of talking dirty. It has a lot of

good ideas to help you break out of your shell if you are shy. However, if you are not brand new to

talking dirty and are looking for some psychological games to play in bed, or some creative ideas to

build on basic dirty talk, you should look elsewhere. By no means am I a pro, but I did not get more

than a couple of new words out of this book.

There's definitely an art to talking dirty... do it right and you can have mind blowing sex... do it wrong

and you'll end up finishing your self off.This book is great because is sets the stage to helping you

become a master panty dropper... no sports car or Amex Black card required.

I don't really like porn. Too fake. But I wanted to find ideas for how to spice up my sex life.. or launch

it into the stratosphere, as Patrick King say. This book sure did it. I really liked how the examples

were split into different phases, because it allowed me to learn what each sexual phase was about

and what to focus on! Great!

Wow this is a truely great book, especially for the woman who's looking to spice up her love life. You

really need to do everything it tells you to if your shy like me. LOL you will get over the giggles. At

least when it counts. I would give this book 10 stars but you can only score it 5 . Super fun to read.

Gives great descriptive ideas for those who might all ready know what to say, great for those who

are a little less likely to say what they feel but need some guidance. Sex is such an awesome

feeling to be linked with someone you can speak freely with and know you have pleased them as



well as you.

Well written , will use the information that gained from this book. My partner lives three hours from

me , we try and get together once a month for a few days. When we text dirty, I m able to get him so

worked up he has left his house within the hour and has driven straight here. It's amazing he's so

worked up when he gets here clothes are from the front door all the way into the bedroom. Simply

amazing.
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